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1 Chartism Day 2015: Newcastle upon Tyne, Saturday 13 June 
Venue: Armstrong Building, University of Newcastle
Programme: 
 
9.45–10.00 Introduction and Welcome (Joan Allen)

10.00–10.45 Philip Lockley, ‘Chartism and millennial religion’

11.15–12.00 Sara Daly, ‘Trails to Trials’ (Chair: Les James) 

12.00–1.00     Malcolm Chase, ‘“Brothers under Oppression”: Chartists 
and the Canadian Rebellions of 1837–38’

2.00–3.15 Alice Denham, ‘John Skelton: Socialist, Chartist and 
Herbalist’

Rachel Buckley, ‘“Coming forward manfully for the 
cause of liberty”: Mary Ann Walker and Susanna Inge as 
public women during the Chartist movement’

3.45–4.45 Simon Rennie, ‘Re–forming for Reform: Political 
implications of revision, re–publication, and 
pseudonymity in the poetry of Ernest Jones’

Everyone is welcome and admission is FREE. Those wishing to attend are 
asked to register by Friday 5th June for catering purposes: a simple email to
the organizer Joan Allen (joan.allen@ncl.ac.uk) will suffice. Precise timings
of the programme may change slightly.
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2 Publications on Chartism, 2014 ADDENDA
As predicted, the listing in the last newsletter was incomplete. Please send
further items to Malcolm Chase (m.s.chase@leeds.ac.uk). Thanks to 
Stephen Roberts, and particular apologies to Catherine Howe. MSC

Richard Brown, Before Chartism: Exclusion and Resistance (Authoring History, 
2014), pp v, 288

Richard Brown, Chartism: Rise and Decline (Authoring History, 2014), pp. vii,
527

Catherine Howe Halifax 1842: A Year of Crisis (Breviary Stuff, 2014), 
pp xii, 194 

3 Dorothy Thompson essay collection: book launch

Stephen Roberts has edited a collection The Dignity of Chartism: Essays by 
Dorothy Thompson. The publisher Verso will be launching the book on Friday
5 June 2015, at 6.30pm. Speakers will include Sheila Rowbotham. 
Venue: The Marx Memorial Library, Clerkenwell Green, London, EC1R 0DU
Details: email John Merrick (john@verso.co.uk)  

4 Web watch 

A] Open Democracy – The Great Charter Convention
The lively open Democracy blog is hosting an on-line Great Charter 
Convention, prompted by the Magna Charta 800 Celebrations. Several 
contributions relating to Chartism have been made so far. See 
https://www.opendemocracy.net/ourkingdom/malcolm-chase/great-
charter-of-liberties 

https://www.opendemocracy.net/ourkingdom/peter-evans/assembling-for-
democracy-part-2-chartists-and-us

https://www.opendemocracy.net/ourkingdom/peter-evans/assembling-for-
democracy-part-1-learning-from-blanketeers
 
https://www.opendemocracy.net/ourkingdom/peter-linebaugh/homo-liber-
homo-idioticus

B] Chartism: rise and demise
Review by John A Hargreaves of Richard Brown’s recent book of the same 
title (see 2015 publications addenda above)

http://www.history.org.uk/resources/general_resource_7813_73.html
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C] Dirty Politics, Hard Times: A Chartist Trilogy
Author Malc Cowell narrates his novel Dirty Politics, Hard Times on You Tube
at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=SrsvgexFZJo&index=1&list=PLwJVy3eUPSEbd9XQPyePJS2VoMKWjwjcp

The menu down the right hand side of the screen offers links to a several 
other You Tube sites concerning Chartism. 

Thanks to Robert Poole for this.

D] Scotland’s Land – Songs of Discontent
Scottish singer-songwriter Alan Dickson’s project Strains of Eden aims to 
‘provide a musical mirror and road map through 18th/19th - century 
Scotland, with many of the songs being recorded for the first time’. 
Songs from the chartist period are included. See 
http://strainsofeden.rowth.com/about

Thanks to Mike Sanders for passing this information on.

E] Planning decision concerning Snigs End Chartist Land Plan colony
‘A village in Gloucestershire, originally founded as a Chartist settlement 
in the mid 19th century, would be unacceptably harmed by a 
development of 18 dwellings, an inspector has concluded by eroding the 
open character of roadside land’.

It represented a significant part of England’s history and many of the 
original cottages survived largely unaltered. Although the appeal site 
was never part of the Chartist settlement it made a significant 
contribution to the setting of the cottages nearby and to the 
conservation area. The new houses would dominate the setting of one of
the cottages in particular and prevent its full significance from being 
appreciated. 

(Information based on 
http://www.planningresource.co.uk/article/1338239/chartist-
settlement-pattern-eroded-housing-scheme#disqus_thread – thanks to 
Steve Parish for this item.)

This is an occasional newsletter. It is not intended to replace the several excellent 
websites devoted to Chartism, but simply to circulate quickly news and details of events 
that may be of interest. Feel free to send items ( m.s.chase@leeds.ac.uk ) and, equally, to
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pass this on to anyone who may be interested. If you do not wish to receive future issues 
please email ‘Unsubscribe Newsletter’.
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